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Abstract. We present a preliminary study on the refactoring activities
performed during the evolution of 7 popular Java open source software
systems, using a complex network approach. We find that classes affected
by refactorings are more likely to be interlinked than others, forming con-
nected subgraphs. Our results show that in a software network, classes
linked to refactored classes are likely to be refactored themselves. This
result is meaningful because knowing how the refactored classes are ar-
ranged inside a network could be useful to support developers in main-
tenance and refactoring activities.
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1 Introduction

Software systems evolve to meet new needs and often new features are added
over time. It could happen that after several months and new versions, the code
needs to be rewritten or abandoned or, eventually, if nothing is done on it, it will
go through code decay. Software maintenance has the purpose of avoiding this by
performing activities such as the addition of functionalities, but it requires a lot
of efforts and time. With good design and advance planning, refactoring can help
in software maintenance. According to Fowler’s definition [1], refactoring consists
in rearranging the internal structure of a piece of software without altering its
external behavior, in order to improve code functionality and readability. It has
the advantage of requiring short-term time and low work costs and allows to get
long-term benefits. Refactoring is different from other activities such as rewriting
or debugging code, or adding features or bug fixing. It is aimed at improving
software design by making it more extensible, flexible, understandable, and at
improving performance.

Built-in tools can be used to retrieve refactoring operations. The well known
and widely used is RefFinder [2], which compares two different versions of the
same code (e.g. a class) and uses a template model based on the work of Kim
and Prete [2, 3, 4] to detect the specific refactoring.
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Since refactoring can be applied to classes which are strongly connected with
each other, its impact can extend over the single class to involve other related
classes. This phenomenon is studied in this work using a software network ap-
proach [5, 6, 7, 8, 9], where classes are represented by network nodes and relation-
ships among classes (such as inheritance, composition, etc.) are represented by
network links. Object Oriented software systems show indeed complex network
properties such as a modular structure with interconnections among modules,
and also a large number of modules, so they can be conveniently studied as
complex networks [8]. Our goal is to perform a software network analysis of
refactorings to understand if they are related to the network structure, in order
to retrieve information which can be useful when planning more refactoring, or
to make predictions on future refactorings. To our knowledge, how and to which
extent the impact of refactoring can spread over the associated software network
has not been thoroughly studied so far.

In this work we built the software networks of 7 different Java projects,
namely Ant, Azureus, Jedit, Jena, Jtopen, Tomcat and Xalan, in order to un-
derstand whether refactoring operations are applied randomly on the nodes of
the software network or if they mostly involve classes that are linked together.
We are specifically interested to figure out if developers apply refactoring tak-
ing into account just the class properties, not considering their dependency from
other classes, or if they inadvertently or explicitly evaluate the impact of the per-
formed refactoring on the neighbouring classes, namely on the network topology.
In the first case, refactoring operations should look like random intervention on
the nodes corresponding to classes, whereas in the second one we expect to find
connections among the different classes, that we are referring to as clustering.
For every system we retrieved the associated software network by parsing the
source code, then we used RefFinder to recover all the refactorings related to
these systems, and associated them to the corresponding nodes in the software
network. To gain information about clustering properties of refactored classes,
we compared sets of refactored nodes to randomly chosen nodes. To understand
if refactoring activities spread among connected classes, we analyzed the neigh-
bors of refactored classes in the software networks, looking for other refactorings,
and then performed again a comparison with classes randomly selected.

Our results show that refactored classes tend to be more connected than
randomly selected classes, and the analysis on the first neighbors indicates that
devising the topological structure of the software network can be of help in
identifying which classes need to be refactored.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we will introduce some back-
ground information about software network analysis and the literature about
refactoring. In Section 3 we present the analyzed systems and perform an out-
line of our experimental setting, explaining how we checked the connections
among refactorings. Finally we present and discuss our results in Section 4, and
end with our conclusions in Section 5.
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2 Background

Refactoring was first formally described by William Opdyke in his Ph.D. dis-
sertation [10] but it started gaining popularity in 1999, after Fowler defined his
catalog containing information on when and how to do refactoring [1]. After
being introduced by Fowler [1] the code smells were also made recognizable in
a book by Wake [11], while Simon et al. presented a generic approach for vi-
sualizing which classes need to be refactored [12]. Usually developers decide to
apply refactoring by examining or changing the software code while they are
performing other operations [13], such as bug fixing, addition of functionalities,
or other code changes. For this reason, refactoring represents an important part
of the software development cycle.

In this work we address the issue of the impact of refactoring on the con-
nections among classes in a Java system, to understand if these activities affect
the topological structure of a software network and conversely if the structure of
software networks influences refactorings as represented on the software graph.
To pursue this task, we built the software networks associated to every release
of our software projects and then studied the connections between classes before
and after refactoring as represented on the software graph. We will make use
of the knowledge of previous works on software network systems, which can be
found in [9, 8, 5, 14].

Previous studies claim that refactoring improves the quality of software [1],
but they do not provide quantitative evidence. However, in the literature there
are some works showing some effects of refactoring on external software quality
attributes, such as changeability, maintainability and modifiability [15, 16] or on
internal attributes, by exploiting the relationships between internal and external
attributes. The relationship between refactorings and software metrics, such as
internal quality metrics, has been studied in different works [17, 18, 19, 20]. Other
works [19, 21, 22] propose coupling and cohesion metrics to evaluate and measure
the effect of refactoring on maintainability or reusability. More recent works
[23, 24] analyzed refactorings in the context of software networks, presenting a
relationship between refactorings and node degree, but they did not address the
issue of clustering.

To our knowledge, our work represents a first attempt to analyze clustering
properties of refactored classes in software network, and extends our previous
work [25], which was a preliminary analysis on the clustering of classes in two
Java systems affected by different corrective and maintenance operations, among
which there were also refactorings.

3 Experimental Setting and Methodology.

Our dataset is composed by 7 popular Object Oriented Open Source Java soft-
ware: Ant, Azureus, Jedit, Jena, Jtopen, Tomcat and Xalan, for a total of 66
releases studied. The source code can be found in the Java Qualitas Corpus
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[26, 27], release version 20101126e. We analyzed the refactoring activities that
took place along the evolution of these systems. We first parsed the source code
and retrieved the software network associated to each system at the class level.
In order to build the software graph we focused our attention on the relation-
ships between classes (inheritance, composition, aggregation, collaboration, etc).
It means that we consider two classes as connected if one of them extends the
other or if one of them contains a field of the same type of the other or when it
happens that a method signature included in the first class includes the second
one as a parameter - or the other way around. Thus the nodes of the associated
network represent classes and the edges represent the reciprocal relationships
among classes. We performed our analyses on the maximal connected compo-
nent (MCC), namely the largest connected graph.

To retrieve information about refactoring activities we relied on the state-of-
the-art software tool in the field, RefFinder [2]. Based on the work of Kim and
Prete [28], RefFinder is an Eclipse plugin that analyzes the differences between
two sections of source code, looking for refactoring operations. The software is
able to detect 65 out of the 72 refactorings reported in Fowler’s catalog [1],
representing the most exhaustive coverage of all existing techniques. Although
RefFinder had some intrinsic limits, since it can not reveal if a refactoring op-
eration was performed as a part of a more complex refactoring operation, it is
able to provide valuable information about code changes introduced between
two releases that can be considered as refactoring operations. We associated the
refactorings detected on a class to the corresponding node in the software net-
work and looked at the links among refactored classes in the software network,
with specific regards to the clustering phenomenon. With the term “clustering”
we mean the tendency of refactored classes to form subnetworks composed by
connected nodes. The most general definition of cluster we devised is the fol-
lowing: we consider a set of n nodes as belonging to the same cluster if there
is a path of length d connecting each pair of nodes inside the set. In this work
we limit our study to the case of d = 1, so we consider clusters as connected
subnetworks.

We analyze the clusters formed by classes affected by different refactorings
and perform a comparison with clusters formed by randomly chosen classes. The
working hypotheses is that when a refactoring is applied, the involved classes
have a higher probability of being connected with each other. To verify the hy-
pothesis we selected in the software network the classes affected by a specific
refactoring and denoted with n their number. Inside this set of size n we com-
puted the number c of independent clusters, where a cluster is composed by
interconnected classes. The number of clusters c varies from 1, when all classes
are connected into one single cluster, to n when all the selected classes are iso-
lated. We compared c with the corresponding number of clusters crand obtained
examining a number n of classes selected at random in the entire software net-
work. In this last case we performed 100 samplings and computed the average
number of clusters. If classes interested by the same refactoring are on aver-
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age more connected, the number of clusters they form must be lower than the
corresponding number obtained for randomly selected classes, on average.

Afterwards, we tried to understand if the knowledge of network nodes corre-
sponding to refactored classes may be used to infer which other classes may be
in need of refactoring. To check this conjecture we selected a random subsample
of all refactored classes, to start from, about 10% of the total, and looked for our
research for refactored classes that were close to the starting set. To get a mea-
sure of closeness, we selected their first neighbors, namely the classes at distance
d = 1 from the refactored ones. Then we computed how many classes among the
set of first neighbors had also been refactored. We finally compared the number
of refactored neighbors with the number of first neighbors of an equivalent set
of classes selected at random.

Our work thus aims at answering to the following research questions:

– RQ1: Do refactored classes tend to be more interconnected than not refactored
ones for a given type of refactoring?

– RQ2: Is it possible to identify refactoring-prone classes from the knowledge of
other refactored classes?

In Section 4 we illustrate our results.

4 Results

In Fig. 1 we report a few examples of clusters for different refactorings in various
systems.

Azureus 4.4.0.4 Jedit 3.1 Xalan 2.5.0

Fig. 1: Three examples of networks composed only of classes involved in refac-
toring operations for Azureus 4.4.0.4 (left), JEdit (centre), Xalan 2.5.0 (right).

In order to check whether refactored classes tend to be more interconnected
than average and to form clusters we computed the ratio among the number
of clusters formed by refactored classes and the number of clusters formed by
randomly chosen classes. While computing this ratio, in order to reduce any
fluctuation due to statistical noise, we considered only the cluster with size larger
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than (or equal to) 10 which we set arbitrarily - any other number can work.
Table 1 reports these ratios for a release for each analyzed project. Ratios are
systematically lower than one for all refactorings meaning that also one specific
kind of refactoring involves classes which are more interconnected than average.

Ant 1.8.0 Azureus 4.4.0.4 JEdit 3.2 Jena 2.1 Jtopen 5.0 Tomcat 5.5.3.1 Xalan 2.5.0

Add Parameter - - - - 0.206 - -

Cons. Cond. Expression - - - - 0.091 - -

Cons. Dup. Cond. Fragments - 0.215 0.126 0.142 - - -

Extract Interface 0.5 0.037 - - - - -

Introduce Local Extension - - - - - 0.503 -

Introduce Null Object - - - - - 0.405 -

Inline Temp. 0.503 - 0.021 - - - -

Move Fields - 0.056 0.168 - - - 0.119

Remove Ass. to Param. - - 0.084 - - - -

Remove Control Flag - - - - - - 0.079

Rep.Magic N. with Const. - - 0.021 0.142 0.251 - -

Table 1: Ratio between the number of clusters formed by different types of
refactoring and the number of clusters formed by randomly selected classes

Starting from data in Table 1 we thus can provide a positive answer to RQ1:
refactored classes tend to form interconnected clusters more than other classes
on average.

We now show the results of the analysis on the classes directly connected to
refactored classes. The way we proceed is the following. We select at random a
subset of refactored classes, Sref , of size nSref

, which is about 10% of all refac-
tored classes, and examine the set of classes directly connected to this subset.
Namely, we are examining the set of ”first neighbor” classes, so we denote it with
SNref . We repeat the procedure selecting at random subsets of classes regard-
less to refactoring, namely randomly chosen, of the same size nSref

, and examine
the corresponding set of ”first neighbor” classes, denoted by SNrand. For both
neighbor sets, SNref and SNrand, we compute the fraction of classes affected
by refactoring operations, Fref and Frand respectively, and compare the two re-
sults. These fractions represent the probability of finding a class in need to be
refactored when starting from a set of refactored classes or starting from a set of
random classes respectively. We averaged these fractions over 1000 cases where
the set of refactored classes and that of random classes were repeatedly selected
at random. Tables 2 and 3 report these results. Table 2 shows the fractions Fref

and Frand mediated over the releases for each of the 7 projects, giving a gen-
eral overview of the results, while in Table 3 we report some selected examples
for both releases ”Source” and ”Target”, where the Source is the release before
refactoring and the Target is the release after the application of refactorings.

The interpretation of this result is straightforward. The first fraction pro-
vides the empirical probability of finding a class in need to be refactored when
picking up classes among the neighbors of a small set of refactored classes. The
second fraction provides instead the same probability when choosing the classes
at random inside the entire set. Thus, when looking for classes in need to be
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refactored, it is more convenient to examine first a set of classes directly linked
to already refactored classes in the software network. This provides developers
with an empirical practice to use when checking for classes to refactor. The ratio
among the two fractions can be considered as an empirical index related to the
”convenience” of looking in the first neighbors of a refactored set.

System Fref Sources Fref Targets Frand Sources Frand Targets

Ant 0.218 0.196 0.062 0.057

Azureus 0.151 0.163 0.052 0.053

Jedit 0.458 0.448 0.281 0.271

Jena 0.094 0.085 0.024 0.024

Jtopen 0.107 0.11 0.038 0.04

Tomcat 0.25 0.249 0.166 0.163

Xalan 0.293 0.294 0.032 0.034

Table 2: Mean values computed on the different system releases for the fractions
of refactored classes in the first neighbors network and the corresponding mean
values computed for randomly selected classes and for each analyzed system.

Source Release Target Release Fref Source Fref Target Frand Source Frand Target

Ant 1.5 Ant 1.6.0 0.137 0.111 0.072 0.063

Ant 1.6.0 Ant 1.7.0 0.106 0.105 0.069 0.065

Ant 1.7.0 Ant 1.8.0 0.130 0.130 0.062 0.063

Azureus 4.0.0.0 Azureus 4.1.0.2 0.175 0.195 0.084 0.085

Azureus 4.1.0.2 Azureus 4.2.0.2 0.048 0.054 0.019 0.019

Jedit 3.0 Jedit 3.1 0,419 0,400 0,218 0,213

Jedit 3.1 Jedit 3.2 0.481 0.493 0.347 0.357

Jena 2.0 Jena 2.1 0.124 0.163 0.014 0.015

Jena 2.1 Jena 2.2 0.092 0.146 0.028 0,030

Jtopen 3.3 Jtopen 4.0 0.254 0.303 0.074 0.091

Jtopen 4.0 Jtopen 4.1 0.204 0.217 0.121 0.129

Tomcat 4.1.4.0 Tomcat 5.0.0 0.154 0.14 0.052 0.046

Tomcat 5.0.0 Tomcat 6.0.0 0.206 0.205 0.067 0.059

Xalan 2.5.0 Xalan 2.6.0 0.331 0.334 0.034 0.038

Xalan 2.6.0 Xalan 2.7.0 0.175 0.21 0.037 0.04

Table 3: Fractions of refactored classes in the first neighbors network and the
corresponding values for randomly selected classes. The values refer both to
“Source” and “Target” releases, of two releases of each system.

Finally we present in Table 4 some representative cases taken from our
dataset (one release for each system) that show the clusters formed by refac-
tored classes (up to 7, due to space constraints), together with their size, the
size of the set of first neighbors relative to each cluster, indicated by ni, and
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the size of the set of first neighbor classes relative to the entire set of refactored
classes, indicated by nall. This analysis confirms the convenience in examining
refactored first neighbor classes when looking for possible classes in need to be
rafactored. In fact the more common situation is the presence of a large cluster
of refactored classes (which we name cluster C from now on) along with a set of
smaller clusters, many of them containing just one class. Considering the largest
cluster C, and observing the set of its first neighbor classes, its size nC is close
to the size nall of all refactored classes and the number nref of all refactored
classes.

System Name nref (nall) Clus. 1
size (n1)

Clus. 2
size (n2)

Clus. 3
size (n3)

Clus. 4
size (n4)

Clus. 5
size (n5)

Clus. 6
size (n6)

Clus. 7
size (n7)

Apache Ant 1.5 45 (401) 24 (357) 6 (14) 2 (60) 2 (2) 1 (1) 1 (3) 1 (1)

Azureus 4.2.0.2 216 (1603) 191 (1551) 7 (52) 1 (28) 1 (22) 1 (21) 1 (16) 1 (13)

JEdit 4.1 141 (338) 138 (331) 2 (2) 1 (12) - - - -

Jena 2.3 5 (268) 1 (249) 1 (11) 1 (5) 1 (2) 1 (1) - -

Jtopen 4.1 46 (632) 43 (629) 1 (3) 1 (3) 1 (2) - - -

Tomcat 6.0.0 157 (530) 134 (447) 2 (28) 2 (19) 4 (12) 1 (8) 1 (7) 1 (6)

Xalan 2.4.0 14 (146) 8 (126) 2 (17) 2 (8) 1 (14) 1 (1) - -

Table 4: Values of the number of neighbors and the clusters size ni for the first
7 clusters of 7 software releases, in a decreasing order by cluster size. nref is the
total number of refactoring operations affecting the corresponding release.

Consider now a developer with a bunch of already refactored classes and in
search for more classes to refactor, adopting the strategy of examining linked
classes.

1. The probability that among the bunch of classes already refactored there
will be at least one belonging to the larger cluster is very high.

2. Examining neighbor classes the entire cluster, whose the original bunch be-
long to, will be recovered step after step.

3. Examining all neighbor classes, there is an upper limit to the number of
classes to check, given by call, which is a small fraction of system’s size.

4. This upper limit will be almost reached starting from classes into cluster C,
and thus the probability of reaching it is very high.

5. If the classes selected at first all belong to isolated refactorings, most of the
classes in need to be refactored will not be reached, but at the same time
the effort is minimal, since

∑
i ni for i 6= C is small.

At the same time one can work jointly with other strategies devised for
detecting classes to refactor, like code smells and so on, [29][12] in order to
reduce the number of neighbor classes to examine, and, since the fraction of
refactored classes is usually not high, one can also fix a threshold, namely a
predefined number of classes to refactor. Once the threshold is reached, the
search among the first neighbors stops and the classes in need to be refactored
eventually missing will be very few.
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5 Conclusions

In this work we presented a study on the clustering of the classes interested by
refactoring activities performed during software evolution. We analysed several
Open Source Object Oriented Java software systems using a complex network
approach. Specifically we firstly retrieved software systems associated networks,
at the class level. Then we studied the class networks, addressing our attention
specifically on the relationships among the classes and their presumed tendency
to form clusters, namely groups of connected nodes. Our results seem to support
the initial hypothesis that refactored classes tend to form cluster. In order to
deepen our understanding of the relationship between refactoring activities and
node connectivity, we studied the subnetworks composed by the first neighbors
of refactored clusters. In this work we reported that not only the refactored
classes form clusters according to the provided definition, but also a significant
fraction of their first neighbors are interested by refactoring activities, providing
a comparison with a null model represented by randomly sampled classes. This
result suggests some practical applications in the field of software engineering,
since it could allow developers to find out other classes to refactor while carrying
out refactoring activities. Concerning the further works we are addressing differ-
ent types of refactorings and properties, in order to understand if and to which
extent other network metrics (like clustering) could be used for the detection of
refactoring-prone classes.
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